Purpose of this paper is to test a link between the type of corporate ownership and business innovation activities, with application to Ukrainian joint stock companies. This objective is achieved through conducting a series of observations of 42, the largest companies of metallurgy and machine-building industries for the years 1998-2001. The theoretical scope of the paper is to identify motives of owners in Ukraine, affecting their views on an innovation policy of companies they own. We found that approaches of various groups of owners to the innovation policy differ and depend on the motives of their behavior at the market for corporate control. Thus, executives, owing companies, try to keep the control in their hands to set an abnormally high remuneration. This leads to the lack of funds to finance innovation project because of cash flows reduction and absence of intentions to issue equity. The value of this paper is that this explains an impact of ownership structure on market opportunities of companies via an impact on the business innovation parameters.
Introduction
There is a lack of scientific research to establish whether type of ownership influences innovation decisions and activity of the companies, or not. The first economist who considered indirectly a link between the type of corporate ownership and innovation activity was S.Myers (Myers, 1998) . The author of the theory of asymmetry of information insisted that performance of corporate governance depends mainly on the way principals and agents communicate with each other. According to Myers, in the case of inefficient communications management, shareholders face a problem of asymmetry of information. Asymmetry of information is a difference in content and volume of information belonging both to shareholders and managers, which concerns recent corporate financial performance and market opportunities of the company. With reference to the theory of asymmetry of information it is possible to conclude that problems of asymmetry of information do not disappear even when relations between managers and shareholders are free of conflicts. To improve its transparency, a company should use signals, such as dividends, stock repurchases and investment. The last signal -investments -is effective in the case if the company with many of investment projects, for example in the field of innovations. That is why, innovation can execute a function of informational signal, improving transparency of the company.
A. Radyghin (1999) is sure that transformation of ownership structure in such countries in transition as Russia is followed with a transformation of the approach of owners to innovation. He said that "as a result of transformation, all companies will be divided by some groups by degree of transparency. It is obvious that the most transparent companies will experience higher returns as a result of innovation. In turn innovation will make the companies more transparent". R. Kapeliushnikov (Kapeliushnikov, 1994) , Russian specialist in the field of innovations, says that "the transformation of corporate ownership structure in Russia under the process of privatization can be taken as a positive trend in the Russian economy only if transformation of ownership types is followed by transformation of views of owners about innovations".
A. Adamchyuk (2000) , Ukrainian expert in corporate governance, said that Ukrainian owners are not inclined to undertake many of risks, related to innovations "because owners are not equipped with the required instruments of innovation management".
Methodology of research
A very detailed investigation of the most active Ukrainian joint stock companies has been undertaken by the author. The following items have been researched: -ownership structure; -financial statements elements (earnings, sales, volume of export of goods and services, operating expenses and structure of operating expenses, degree of depreciation of fixed assets, size of fixed assets).
Total number of the companies under research is 42. They belong to the most developed industries -metallurgy and machine-building. The complete list of the companies under research is provided in appendix 1. The period of investigation is from 1998 to 2001. The following data sources have been used to conduct investigation:
-annual reports of Ukrainian joint stock companies; -annual reports of the State Securities and Exchanges Commission in Ukraine; -annual reports of the First Stock Trade System in Ukraine; -stock market reports, developed by famous Ukrainian investment companies.
The procedure of research consists of the following stages.
The first stage is to determine a role of the companies under research in economic and social development in Ukraine.
The second stage is to assess the importance of innovation for the companies under research.
The third stage is to research ownership type of the companies.
The fourth stage of research is to find out whether company ownership type influences innovation efforts of the companies.
Finally, the fifth stage is to describe the correlation between ownership type of Ukrainian companies and the innovation policy, followed by them.
Results of research
The first stage -the role of the companies under research in economic and social development in Ukraine
The contribution of the companies under research in economic development in Ukraine can hardly be over-estimated. The companies under research account for about 10.4 per cent of gross domestic product. Their contribution in export of goods and services is 15.3 per cent. They employ 5.6-5.8 per cent of active population in Ukraine (see table 1 ). A. Korpinsky (2000) , Head of Management Board of investment company "Kinto" said that "at this time Ukrainian companies, representing metallurgy industry, are still "blue-chips" of Ukrainian stock market. These companies are real leaders of the stock market mainly because they are exporters. I think that Ukrainian companies of metallurgy industry may loose their leading position at the stock market if they do not reconsider their approaches to innovation. These companies should invest much more in research and development to reduce operating expenses which are very high in comparison to companies in Poland, Czech Republic or Hungary".
Technology of manufacturing is still a very energy-consuming. The share of cost of energy in metallurgy is about 35-40 per cent in total cost of sales. In Poland companies in metallurgy have adopted advanced technology of production through the implementation a strong innovation strategy. As a result, the share of cost of energy in metallurgy production costs in Poland is much lower than in Ukraine (about 16-18 per cent).
Degree of depreciation of fixed assets of companies under research has increased despite an improvement of financial performance of the companies. Thus, at the beginning of 1998 some of the companies under research were not profitable. 13 of 42 companies experienced negative profitability. At the beginning of 2002 all of the companies were profitable.
N. Terletsky (2001) , Head of Management Board of investment company "Sokrat" said that "simultaneous increase in earnings and degree of depreciation of fixed assets of Ukrainian companies of metallurgy industry is very negative signal to the market. It seems that Ukrainian companies are ill hopelessly. They do not want to solve the problem of depreciation of fixed assets through the injection of innovation and new technology".
The third stage -research on ownership type of the companies
Corporate structure in Ukraine experienced many of changes during process of privatization, which has taken place over the last ten years. The process of privatization can be divided into stages, three of which were over by 1998.
In the first stage the privatization in Ukraine was very liberal: only those companies that wanted to be privatized, were privatized. So, the first stage was given over to the will and intentions of Ukrainian companies.
On completion of the first stage in 1995, the second stage was initiated by the state authorities. During 1995, the Ukrainian parliament was troubled with finding the best methods of privatization. As a result of the hesitation of the Ukrainian parliament, the process of privatization slowed down.
In November 1995 the President of Ukraine, who was not satisfied with the work of parliament of Ukraine, initiated the third stage of privatization. The third stage was named "mass privatization". All citizens of Ukraine obtained so called "vouchers" which certified their right of ownership of the state property. According to many experts, mass privatization had a very negative impact on development of corporate sector in Ukraine. Individual investors -citizens of Ukraine -had no skills or desire to manage assets they own.
In April 1996 tender offers of the state property were initiated. The state authorities planned to attract the attention of foreign investors to the state property, who could come to Ukraine with huge financial resources. Moreover, the state authorities wanted to obtain the real, market value of the state property to be privatized. The quick process of a capital generation, which started in the end of 80's, facilitated development of cooperatives. Cooperators, who earned much profit very quickly, moved from industrial production to financial services sphere. As a result of such transformation, criminal capital was mixed with the capital of cooperators to establish new form of business organization -financial-industrial groups. Founders of financial-industrial groups aspired to obtaining access to political levers of economic process regulation by any means. Ukraine becoming independent provided to these men a good chance. Elections to the parliament of Ukraine were not free and but based on corruption to let these people be elected. As soon as they become parliamentarians, they started to protect their business interests. They obtained a label "Oligarkhs".
At the beginning of 90s' the process of privatization started. Oligarkhs regulated the process in the way, which would meet their business interests. They bought whole Ukrainian companies at the lowest price (A. Krakovsky, 2000) . He insisted that large shareholders do not follow the corporate governance best practices. They do not care about transparency and responsibility. Moreover, minority shareholders are helpless, because they are not protected by the legislation, they are not equipped with knowledge of corporate governance mechanisms and they are not used to consolidate they minority power to run companies in their interests. 
The fourth stage -influence of ownership type of the companies on innovation efforts of the companies
One of the most effective indicators of efforts of the companies in the way of innovation is the level of research and development expense and the proportion of these expenses in the total operating expenses.
With reference to table 3, it may be concluded that there is a strong dependence of innovation efforts on ownership type of the companies. A. Korpinsky (2000) , Head of Management Board of investment company "Kinto" said that "foreign owners try to manage the companies in the way to be one step ahead to competitors. Almost always foreign owners begin with development of concept to manage innovation. I think that this is very strong signal to the market".
At the same time at the companies, controlled by executives the share of general and administrative expenses is very high (25 per cent). This is higher than the share of research and development expenses (21 per cent). Companies are inclined rather to increase sales and marketing expenses than research and development expenses.
The fifth stage -describing reasons which make ownership type of Ukrainian companies be correlated to innovation policy, followed by the them
The best way to describe reasons to correlate ownership type of Ukrainian companies to innovation policy followed by them is to study the motives of large shareholders.
The main objective of purchasing shares by executives is obtaining a total control over the compensation policy. At the companies under control of executives, executives can compensate their passive behavior at the stock market by fixing the compensation to themselves at a high level. This hypothesis is supported by data of table 4. The share of general and administrative expenses in operating costs in the companies, under control of executives is much higher than in the companies, controlled by foreign institutional investors. The last finding does not support a Mehran's hypothesis, according to which the higher concentration of corporate ownership structure by management, the lower they are concerned with size of compensation they obtain, as they have an opportunity to gain stock return and cash dividends.
That is why executives of the companies, where they are shareholders, do not want to maximize net income, because in this event they will have share net income with other shareholders through paying dividends in cash. The pay-out ratio is only 22 per cent.
Besides this, increase of the share of management in corporate ownership structure in Ukraine is followed with changes in capital structure of Ukrainian companies. During 1998-2003, these companies were passive in equity issuing. Only 6 per cent of companies with ownership structure, concentrated by executives, issued equity. Companies with dispersed ownership structure attracted almost 9 per cent of financial resources through equity issuing. Thus, executives were concerned rather about preserving corporate control than issuing equity to finance innovation projects.
Under such circumstances it is hardly possible to suppose that executives will maximize their efforts in the way of research and development through investing in innovation.
N. Terletsky (2001) , Head of Management Board of investment company "Sokrat" said that "we avoid investing in the companies where executives are owners. They do not realize meaning of such words as diversification, innovation and transparency".
In contrast to executives, Ukrainian financial-industrial groups are driven by other motives when they purchase large blocks of shares of Ukrainian companies.
First of all, with reference to table 3, it is possible to conclude that it is precisely the Ukrainian FIGs are mostly inclined to invest in companies with the purpose of obtaining cash dividends in the short term.
For the second, many Ukrainian financial-industrial groups are headed by famous men in power (politicians). They buy Ukrainian companies to have strong influence of economic and political situation in Ukraine.
Moreover, coming to the company of large institutional investors is not accompanied with improvement in efficiency of corporate monitoring. It can be explained by their concern to keep their activity "in the shade".
Considering the wish of Ukrainian financial-industrial groups to pay dividends it may be concluded that the companies under their control experience very low level of reinvestment. This factor is a strong barrier on the way of development of innovation in the companies.
Moreover, weak transparency of their companies can erode any success of these companies in the way of development of innovation. Such companies are not transparent to customers. So, innovation, developed and applied by the companies, will not be detected and valued by the market.
The most appropriate sample of such kind of financial-industrial group is FIG "Finance and Credit". does not try to integrate its efforts in any particular industry. They buy equity of well-performing companies to obtain dividends in cash in short-run, and sell the companies in middle-run. Therefore, they are not concerned with investing in innovative projects, that, as a rule, gain a return in long-run Foreign institutional investors are much more inclined to have innovative approach to governing the companies they control.
First of all, the share of research and development expenses in total amount of operating expenses of the companies, controlled by foreign institutional investors is quite high (39 per cent). The share of general and administrative expenses is very low (14 per cent). This means that foreign institutional investors want to follow an aggressive business strategy, where the key element is innovation.
The best example is JSC "Melitopol steel facilities". In 1999, before coming to the company foreign investors the share of research and development expenses in total volume of operating expenses was about 9 per cent. After coming to the company foreign investors the share of research and development expenses increased to 32 per cent.
For the second, foreign institutional investors are much more active in financing the companies' activity with equity, which can be considered in Ukraine as financial innovation. The best example is JSC "Altchevsk Coke plant". The company effected four issues of new equity during 1995-1999. After coming to the company in 1999 one of the most powerful FIGs in Ukraine the company has not effected new equity issues. Financial leverage ratio increased from 0.1 to 0.5.
As a result of their very progressive approach to innovation, companies under control of foreign institutional investors report much better financial results than those, under control of Ukrainian financial-industrial groups or executives. The cost of equity, issued by companies under control of foreign institutional investors is equal to 16 per cent. The cost of equity, issued by companies, controlled by Ukrainian financial-industrial groups and executives is equal to 34 and 27 per cent respectively.
Conclusion
Companies where the process of transformation of the structure of corporate ownership still has a lasting effect, still suffer from under-evaluation by their shareholders of the importance of innovation. The old planned economy, a heritage of Ukrainian business, still strongly influences the way of business running in Ukraine. Many of Ukrainian companies consider innovation as a factor of risk which is not justified. Moreover, through conducting a strong innovation strategy, the company becomes more transparent. That is why, the largest controllers of Ukrainian companies -Ukrainian financial-industrial groups and executivestry to exclude the word "innovation" from the lexicon of businessman. They do not want the market to identify origin of their capital, their investment motives and business strategies.
It is obvious that shareholders of Ukrainian companies are interested in business innovation only if they are interested in increasing transparency of companies they control. Regrettably, only foreign institutional investors know the real value of transparency.
